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PART - A

Manimum marks : 10)

Marks

I Answer c// questions in one or two sentences' Each question carries 2 marks'

1. List any four forced commutation methods used in SCR'

2. List any two differences between AC and DC drives

3. List the operating modes of Dual convertor'

4. Draw the symbols of SCR, TRIAC, DIAC and UJT'

5. List any four applications of PLC'

(5x2: 10)

PAR| - B

(Ma,rimum marks : 30)

II Answer any Jive of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Illustrate the deference between SCR and '|RIAC'

2. Explain the two transistor analogy of SCR'

3. Explain the principle o1'a step-up DC chopper with neat diagram.

4. Explarn the requirement and application of lnverterc'

5. Describe the principle of Resistance welding'

6. Briefly explain the speed control of DC shwrt motor'

1. lmplement NA\D and NOR gates using ladder diagram. Illustrate the truth

table also. (5x6 == 3o)
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Marks

PART -_ C
(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each firll question carries 15 marks.)

Urrr -- I

III (a) Describe the working of RC triggering circuit with neat sketclies.

(b) Briefly explain the vI characteristics of a TRAIC with waveform.

tv (a)

(b)

v (a)

(b)

Draw and explain the structure of IGBT.

Draw the circuit dragram of complementary commutation ald explain.

Uvl - II

Draw the single phase full wave midpoint convertor and explain its working.

Explain the principle of operation of a Basic Inverter circuit.
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VI (a) Explain the working of a parallel inverter with circuit diagram and ourput
waveform. g

(b) Briefly explain the working of a Jones chopper. 7

l,-xtr - III

VII (a) Explain the speed control of an Induction molor using stator voltage control
method.

(b) Explain the principles of induction heatins.

On

vill (a) Explain the working of an online L?S with block diasrdm.

(b) Explain the applications s; Dielectric heating.

{ixrr - lV

D( (a) Explain the architecture of PLC.

(b) Describe any three logical instructions used in pl.C.

On

X (a) I:xplain the 'fimer / Counter insfuctions in I)LC proE-zrnming.

(b) Impiernent a iadder progmm for a staircase iighr conrrol.
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